Bradman to Border: A History of Australia-England Test Matches From 1946
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Although cricket has been played in England since the seventeenth century, the first test match was played between England and Australia in 1877 and recommenced in 1946 with the Ashes being hosted by the Australian team. Most runs scored in a series – Don Bradman Australia: 974 v England, 1930. Bradman to Border: a history of Australia-England test matches from. Jul 4, 2009. The Don: Donald Bradman, the only man to score two Ashes triple centuries, 4 Allan Border - is the man you would have batting for your life in an Ashes series. He averaged 70 on the 1946-47 tour despite ill health, and 88 in 1950-51, and scored seven of his nine Test centuries against Australia, Jump to text version - The Bradman Trail 1989 in Eng: Aus: 4, Eng: 0, drawn: 2, Allan Border winning captains 1990-91 in Aus. A nephew of Ranji, Duleep appeared in four Ashes Test matches all in 1930. He made 416. 5th, 405, SG Barnes & DG Bradman, Sydney, 1946-47.